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SUMMARY:
... While there are ninety-four federal jurisdictions, forty-three (75%) death sentences have come from sixteen districts;
and just nine districts have returned nearly half (twenty-nine) of the death sentences: *2*Federal Districts with Most
Death Sentences *2*Since 1988 Federal Jurisdiction Death Sentences Western District of Missouri 5 Eastern District of
Virginia 4 Eastern District of Louisiana 3 Eastern District of Missouri 3 Western District of Texas 3 Eastern District of
Oklahoma 3 Northern of District of Texas 3 Eastern District of Texas 3 District of Maryland 2 TOTAL 29 For example,
one wonders how Missouri - with eight federal death sentences between its two districts - has returned more federal
death sentences than New York, California, Florida, and the thirty-seven federal districts that have never returned a
federal death penalty, combined. ... Without the expansion of the venire, the decision to prosecute for murder in state or
federal court has no racial significance; however, the expansion of the venire from the county of offense to the entire
district means that the federal government's decision to prosecute can have a significant demographic impact on the
composition of the jury. ... The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana has jurisdiction over
federal capital trials held in connection with crimes that occur in Orleans Parish. ... Jefferson Parish prosecutors are
particularly adept at keeping blacks off of Jefferson Parish capital juries: prosecutors successfully struck forty-two of
forty-nine (90%) qualified black jurors (and attempted to strike two more) in twelve capital prosecutions. ... Moreover,
because this vicinage right resolves to defendants in capital cases, problems that may arise in the prosecution of federal
hate crimes, or in instances where a minority group defendants seek the broader protection of a district (or a change of
venue from the district), interposing this protection does not risk chaining those defendants with the very protections
intended to benefit them. ... If the Attorney General received case files with the names and races of the victim and the
defendant masked and also without knowledge of where the offense took place (not even listing the state), we believe
this would go far towards eliminating race and geographic disparities in the federal death penalty.
HIGHLIGHT:
Abstract: Scholars have devoted substantial attention to both the overrepresentation of black defendants on federal
death row and the disproportionate number of federal defendants charged capitally for the murder of white victims. This
attention has not explained (much less resolved) these disquieting racial disparities. Little research has addressed the
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unusual geography of the federal death penalty, in which a small number of jurisdictions are responsible for the vast
majority of federal death sentences. By addressing the unique geography, we identify a possible explanation for the
racial distortions in the federal death penalty: that federal death sentences are sought disproportionately where the
expansion of the venire from the county to the district level has a dramatic demographic impact on the racial make-up of
the jury. This inquiry demonstrates that the conversation concerning who should make up the jury of twelve neighbors
and peers - a discussion begun well before the founding of our Constitution - continues to have relevance today. This
Article documents the historical and racial relationships between place and the ability to seat an impartial jury. We then
discuss the unique impact demographic shifts in the jury pool have on death penalty decision making. Finally, we
propose three possible solutions: (1) a simple, democracy-enhancing fix through a return to the historical conception of
the county as the place of vicinage in federal capital trials; (2) a Batson-type three-step process for rooting out the
influence of race on the decision to prosecute federally; and/or (3) voluntary measures by the Attorney General to mask
demographic and location identifiers when deciding whether to provide federal death-authorization. We explain why a
return to county-level jury pools in federal capital cases (whether through statutory construction, legislative change, or
through the authority of a fair-minded Attorney General) prospectively limits the impact of race on the operation of the
federal death penalty, without establishing the intractability of the federal death penalty as a whole. Finally, we observe
that any effort to study the federal death penalty cannot merely address those federal cases in which the Attorney
General has considered whether to approve an effort to seek the death penalty, but must also include an assessment of
the cases prosecuted in state court that could be prosecuted federally and the prosecutorial decision concerning when
and whether to prosecute in federal court.
DIFFERENT FROM THE SURROUNDING FEDERAL DISTRICT433

TEXT:
[*427]
INTRODUCTION
"I can't help but be both personally and professionally disturbed by the numbers that we discuss today ... . No one
reading this [Department of Justice] report [on race and the federal death penalty] can help but be disturbed, troubled,
by this [racial and ethnic] disparity."
- [Deputy] Attorney General Eric Holder n1 "The truth of every accusation, whether preferred in the shape of
indictment, information, or appeal, should afterwards be confirmed by the unanimous suffrage of twelve of his equals
and neighbours."
- Blackstone n2 "And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him, saying, Master, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life? He said unto him, What is written in the law? how readest thou? And he answering said, Thou shalt love ...
thy neighbour as thyself. And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live. But he, willing to
justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my neighbour?"
- Luke 10:25-29 n3 The United States Supreme Court's elaborate capital punishment jurisprudence is designed to
ensure that capital trials are endowed with legitimacy, n4 that only the most culpable murderers with the least mitigation
receive a death sentence, n5 and that the sentence is not [*428] bestowed upon the innocent. n6 But the jurisprudence or at least its collective goal of avoiding the imposition of arbitrary death sentences - has not been altogether
satisfactory. n7 Problems in the administration of the federal death penalty are illustrative.
Race-based arbitrariness threatens the fair administration of the death penalty. n8 Blacks and other minority group
members are over-represented on death rows across the country. n9 Statistics suggest that defendants are more likely to
be sentenced to death for killing a white victim than a black victim. n10 Blacks are also executed disproportionately and have been since 1976. n11 Again, the federal death penalty is illustrative. Black inmates constitute twenty-eight of
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the fifty-seven (49%) inmates on federal death row. n12 As then-Assistant Attorney General Eric Holder emphasized in
reaction to a September 2000 Department of Justice study of the federal death penalty, these disparities are alarming in
a country where blacks constitute less than 13% of the population. n13 These same disparities persist even now that Eric
Holder has been appointed the current Attorney General in the Obama Administration. In fact, early reports indicated
that he has authorized the death penalty at the same [*429] rate, in the same places, and for the same race as did his
predecessors in the Bush Administration. n14
Geographic disparities also persist. To promote uniformity, United States Attorneys submit all death-eligible
federal cases to the United States Attorney General for death-authorization. n15 Yet the geography of the federal death
penalty is anything but uniform. Six of the ninety-four federal judicial districts account for one-third of
death-authorizations. n16 More than half of all death-authorizations come from fourteen federal districts. n17 Seven
federal districts are responsible for approximately 40% of the individuals on federal death row. n18 Two-thirds of
districts have not sentenced anyone to death. n19 Nearly one-third of federal districts have [*430] not sought a death
sentence. n20 Fewer than 20% of federal districts have sentenced more than one person to death. n21
In 1994, Congress authorized the federal death penalty for a wide range of offenses, allowing it for every murder
perpetrated with a firearm and that occurs during a crime of violence. n22 Over ten thousand murders with a firearm
occur in the United States each year. n23 Yet, the government has charged only 2847 defendants with death-eligible
federal crimes since 1988. n24 United States Attorneys General have reviewed 2219 of these cases and have authorized
death prosecutions against 460 defendants. n25 Two-hundred two cases proceeded to a capital trial. n26 Juries have
returned death sentences against sixty-seven [*431] defendants. n27 Fifty-seven defendants remain on federal death
row. n28 The infrequency of the federal death penalty - with 67 federal death sentences in the face of over 150,000
murders - makes death by lightning-strike look positively routine. n29 Indeed, a federal death sentence is akin to
winning (or in this instance losing) the lottery.
While there is no shortage of death-eligible murders in the United States each year, the number of murders in a
particular location bears little relationship to the number of defendants from that jurisdiction who are sentenced to death
federally. New York City had 596 homicides in 2003. n30 Chicago had 599. n31 Los Angeles had just under 500. n32
Philadelphia had 348. n33 The federal districts that encompass these four cities have sent a combined total of six
defendants to federal death row since 1988. n34 By contrast, the federal district that encompasses St. Louis (seventy-four
murders in 2003 n35) has sent three individuals to federal death row over that same time period. n36 The Eastern District
of [*432] Louisiana, which encompasses New Orleans (275 murders in 2003 n37), has also sent three individuals to
federal death row. n38 If the quantity of death-eligible federal crime does not explain the number of death sentences
sought in a jurisdiction, then we must wonder what does explain the seemingly random distribution of federal death
penalty prosecutions and sentences.
Rather than chart these race and location disparities independently, this Article investigates the relationship
between the two. Commentators pay ample attention to the roles played by the victim, the defendant, the judge, and the
prosecutor in maintaining a racially and geographically skewed capital punishment. n39 But we question here whether
the federal death penalty "lottery" depends most on the racial make-up of the county where one "buys" their "ticket." In
other words, the physical space within which federal capital juries are constructed (either the county of offense in state
cases or the federal district in federal cases) aggravates both the geographic and race disparities that plague the federal
death penalty. Examining the districts with multiple federal death sentences against black defendants, we document a
disquieting relationship between the racial geography of a county where an offense occurs, the demographics of the
relevant federal district, and the likelihood that a federal capital defendant will receive a death sentence.
Questions of vicinage - determining the geographic area from which a court draws twelve jurors - have been with
us for over two hundred years. n40 Our framing constitutional principle provides that the ultimate punishment should be
judged by a narrow band of the defendant's "equals and neighbors," n41 but the lawyer's question to Jesus in Chapter 10
of the Book of Luke remains - "who is my neighbor?" n42
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[*433] Part I begins with an overview of race issues in the administration of the federal death penalty. Part II
explains the concept of vicinage and examines the historical and racial relationships between place and the ability to
seat an impartial jury. In Part III, we focus on the demography of the small band of jurisdictions that have returned the
vast majority of federal death sentences. This examination reveals that a disproportionate number of federal death
sentences are located in districts where the decision to prosecute federally transformed the jury pool from
predominantly black to predominantly white. In Part IV, we explain that juror race does matter and impacts verdict
outcomes. Part V examines race as a proxy for other shared community values that shift as the jury pool crosses county
lines. We conclude, in Part VI, by proposing three possible solutions: (1) a simple, democracy-enhancing fix through a
return to the historical conception of the county as the place of vicinage in federal capital trials; (2) a Batson-type
three-step process for rooting out the influence of race on the decision to prosecute federally; and (3) a voluntary
measure by the Attorney General to mask demographic and location identifiers when deciding whether to provide
federal death-authorization.
I. BLACKS ARE DISPROPORTIONATELY IMPACTED BY FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY PROSECUTION,
ESPECIALLY IN COUNTIES DEMOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE SURROUNDING FEDERAL
DISTRICT
"He uses statistics as a drunken man uses lamp posts - for support rather than for illumination."
- Andrew Lang n43 A decade ago the United States Department of Justice issued a report analyzing the government's
use of the federal death penalty from Congress' enactment of the death penalty statute in 1988 until 2000. n44 The study
revealed at least three racial and ethnic disparities stark [*434] enough to leave now-Attorney General Eric Holder
"disturbed" and "troubled." First, 80% of all cases in which a United States Attorney requested permission to seek the
death penalty involved a minority group defendant. Second, 72% of the cases where the Attorney General authorized a
capital prosecution involved minority group defendants. Third, United States Attorneys sought death-authorization
twice as often in cases involving black defendants and non-black victims as in cases involving black defendants and
black victims. n45 President Clinton called these disparities "astonishing." n46 The disparities also "sorely troubled"
Attorney General Janet Reno, who, along with then-Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder, promised to compile data,
find explanations, and root out bias. n47
President Bush took office in January 2001. He appointed John Ashcroft as his Attorney General. Ashcroft's
Department of Justice released a new report acknowledging that the statistics are correct; minority group defendants are
overrepresented in death penalty prosecutions. n48 But the report concluded that this disparity is not due to racial or
ethnic bias, but rather the reality that minority group defendants are overrepresented in the "pool of potential federal
capital cases." n49 In fact, according to the report, when shifting focus to the death-authorization rate among
death-eligible federal minority group defendants, black and Hispanic defendants are less likely to be selected for federal
capital prosecution: "The Attorney General ultimately decided to seek the death penalty for 27% of the white defendants
(44 out of 166), 17% of the black defendants (71 out of 408), and 9% of the Hispanic defendants (32 out of 350)." n50
Attorney General Ashcroft's reconfiguration of the statistical analysis was flawed. By looking solely at
death-authorized defendants and not attempting to appreciate how or why black defendants were over-represented in the
pool of federal defendants, Ashcroft's approach was [*435] akin to checking the back of the bus to see whether blacks
were being discriminated against, and determining that no discrimination existed because blacks were over-represented
as bus-riders. n51 And so the Ashcroft Report met swift criticism. Professor David Baldus sent a statement to Senator
Russell Feingold reporting that the Ashcroft Report "utterly fails to convince me that there is no significant risk of racial
unfairness and geographic arbitrariness in the administration of the federal death penalty." n52 Baldus observed
however, the relevant unanswered question: the representativeness of racial minorities in the broader pool of murder
defendants, and whether bias occurs at the point where United States Attorneys decide whether and how to charge
murder defendants. n53
But Professor Baldus' statement and both the Reno and Ashcroft reports failed to consider another cause of race
bias in the administration of the federal death penalty: the exploitation of demographically chiaroscurist jury pools.
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Most federally-prosecuted capital crimes occur in minority-concentrated areas. n54 Thus, expansion of the venire to the
federal district level (which often includes white-flight suburbs) has a dramatic effect on the circumstance of the
prosecution. n55 Moving the relevant "community" from the county to the federal district dilutes the voice of the
population impacted most by violent crime. n56 Moreover, as the jury pools get whiter, the opportunity for implicit race
bias increases (and minority group defendants suffer the consequences). n57 Far from considering the influence of
racialized jury pools as a potential cause of [*436] race bias in the administration of the federal death penalty, neither
the Reno nor the Ashcroft reports even mentioned the stark geography of race that results from federal death penalty
prosecutions.
Neither the Baldus investigation nor the DOJ reports explain why the vast majority of the federal death sentences
come from a narrow band of jurisdictions. While there are ninety-four federal jurisdictions, n58 forty-three (75%) death
sentences have come from sixteen districts; and just nine districts have returned nearly half (twenty-nine) of the death
sentences: n59
Federal Districts with Most Death Sentences
Since 1988 n60
Federal Jurisdiction

Death Sentences

Western District of Missouri

5

Eastern District of Virginia

4

Eastern District of Louisiana

3

Eastern District of Missouri

3

Western District of Texas

3

Eastern District of Oklahoma

3

Northern of District of Texas

3

Eastern District of Texas

3

District of Maryland

2

TOTAL

29

For example, one wonders how Missouri - with eight federal death sentences between its two districts - has returned
more federal death sentences than New York, California, Florida, and the thirty-seven federal districts that have never
returned a federal death penalty, combined. n61 When a disproportionately large number of federal death sentences
come from a narrow band of jurisdictions - even though there is supposed to be federal oversight from the Attorney
General to avoid the arbitrary imposition of the death penalty - focused attention on the demographics of these
jurisdictions is warranted. Eight jurisdictions have returned more than two death sentences, resulting in almost half of
[*437] the defendants on death row. n62 The eight federal districts that have returned more than two death sentences are
not exclusively white jurisdictions, nor are they jurisdictions with predominantly black or other minority group
populations. n63 However, what is striking about these jurisdictions is that the county of the offense generally has a high
percentage of blacks, but is located within federal districts which are heavily white. n64
We focus in Part III on the impact that the expansion of the venire has on the operation of the death penalty in the
districts that have returned the majority of federal death sentences. This focus demonstrates that no assessment of the
federal death penalty can be sufficient without an understanding of why death sentences come disproportionately from
racially-divided districts. But before addressing the demographic shift that occurs in this small band of districts that
have returned multiple death sentences, it is important to identify the historical link between the jury and the county of
offense, and the racial issues that emerge in the shift to expand the venire to a district level.
II. COUNTY-LEVEL JURIES, AS OPPOSED TO JURIES DRAWN FROM THE ENTIRE FEDERAL
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DISTRICT, MAINTAIN THE LINK BETWEEN COMMUNITY VALUES AND THE IMPOSITION OF CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT
A. Historically, the Link Between the Sentencing Jury and the County of the Offense Was an Essential Component
of the Fair Trial Guarantee
Anglo-American common law is rooted in the belief that a defendant should be tried by representatives of the
community in which the crime was committed, by neighbors and equals of the defendant - the vicinage presumption. n65
The Sixth Amendment protects the right to vicinage in criminal cases, but sketches only the outer limits of the
constitutionally acceptable space from which a jury can be drawn. n66 Within the outer limit - the federal judicial district
previously ascertained by law - the [*438] precise area depends upon the impact the chosen geographic scope has on
the right to an impartial trial and the right of the impacted community to be a stakeholder in the justice process.
At the nation's founding, the relevant community in federal capital cases was the county where the crime occurred.
Today, federal capital juries are generally drawn from the entire federal district that encompasses the county where
the crime occurred. n68 This is not an innocuous geographical shift, but rather one that results in robust demographic,
experiential, political, and attitudinal changes in the community assigned to determine if a particular person deserves
death.
n67

The ability to receive an impartial trial has always been tethered to place, and a conception of "neighbors" imposing
justice. Though the location of the crime consistently serves as the epicenter for determining the geographic area from
which jurors can be summoned, the outer bounds of the physical space encasing the location of the crime is elastic. At
its narrowest expanse, in medieval England, jurors were summoned from the neighborhood where the crime occurred.
n69 Pulling jurors from the neighborhood meant the jurors were more likely to know information related to the character
of parties and witnesses. This "local knowledge" allowed jurors to assess the credibility of both witnesses and evidence.
But the benefit of local knowledge came at the cost of increased risk of passion and prejudice. Gradually England began
to summon jurors from the "county at large." n70 By pulling from the entire county, jurors would still possess local
knowledge and community values, but would be less likely to be prejudiced by knowledge of the particular parties or
events in question.
Vicinage crossed the ocean with the English and settled in the Colonies. On March 5, 1770, five insult-slinging,
snowball-throwing Bostonians died after provoking the anger of five gun-wielding, trigger- [*439] happy British
officers. n71 A grand jury returned murder indictments against the five officers. Despite the extreme sentiments swirling
around Boston - this would later be dubbed the "Boston Massacre" - the trial took place in Boston and local jurors were
summoned. n72 Most of the defendants were acquitted on most of the charges. n73 The Crown got word of the local
trials against the officers, and, in 1774, declared that all future trials of British officers would take place in England. n74
The colonists dubbed this dislocation of trial from the place of offense an "Intolerable Act." n75 John Adams, one of the
defense attorneys for the officers, helped pen the Declaration of Independence, which referred to the proposed off-site
trials of British officers as a "Mock Trial" regime. n76
Though Article III establishes the state of offense as the outside territorial boundary for where a federal criminal
trial could take place, n77 the United States Constitution does not expressly grant an independent vicinage right. Noting
the absence of an express vicinage clause in the Constitution, James Madison introduced the following proposed
amendment to what would become the Sixth Amendment: "The trial of all crimes ... shall be by an impartial jury of
freeholders of the vicinage, with the requisite of unanimity for conviction, of the right of challenge, and other
accustomed requisites ... ." n78 The proposed amendment passed the House, but emerged from the Senate (and the
subsequent Conference Committee) without the vicinage language.
The Senate believed that the Judiciary Act of 1789 would adequately preserve common law vicinage rights, and
thus, a constitutional amendment to the same effect would be extravagant. n79 A letter from James Madison to Edmund
Pendleton, dated September 23, 1789, provides further insight:
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The vicinage they contend is either too vague or too strict a term; too vague if depending on limits to be fixed by the
[*440] pleasure of the law, too strict if limited to the county. It was proposed to insert after the word Juries, "with the
accustomed requisites,' leaving the definition to be construed according to the judgment of professional men. Even this
could not be obtained ... . The Senate suppose, also, that the provision for vicinage in the Judiciary bill will sufficiently
quiet the fears which called for an amendment on this point. n80
The fear that the vicinage right would be too narrow if delimited by the county had to do with the difference in size
between an English county and a United States county. In England, the population of the average county totaled
180,000 people. n81 The average American county had 13,656 residents. n82 The underlying political concern driving
the anxiety over equating vicinage with the relatively small size of the American county was the fear that
Anti-Federalists would rebel, be tried by their friends and neighbors from their home counties, and thus get away with
treason. n83 Another factor that influenced the decision not to freeze vicinage into the Constitution was the evolving role
of the American jury: jurors were now required to base convictions solely on the independent weight of the evidence
introduced into the trial (rather than local knowledge or the moral leanings of the jurors). n84 This shift meant that the
functional role of the community-level juror (e.g., bringing the "conscience of the community" or local knowledge to
bear on guilt determinations) became increasingly less relevant.
It is important to note here that the impartial jury right still depended on place. But because of the changing role of
the jury and the limited size of the American county, among other factors, the minimum geographic area from which to
summon jurors had expanded. The relevant geographic area, as preserved by the Sixth Amendment, is the "State and
district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law ... ."
n85 Congress created federal districts to be generally co-extensive with the territorial boundaries of the state. Because a
majority of the states pulled jurors from the entire state, the newly established federal districts aligned with [*441]
state practice. But keep two things in mind: First, the population of the average state was slightly larger than the
population of the average county in England. n86 So the population density of the "vicinage" meshed with the English
practice. Second, under the Judiciary Act of 1789, federal judges retained discretion in non-capital trials to draw jurors
from a narrower community (including the county level) should that be necessary to obtain an impartial jury. n87
The First Federal Congress enacted the Judiciary Act of 1789 just two years after the signing of the Constitution
(and one day before Congress submitted the Bill of Rights to state legislatures). n88 Section 29 of the Judiciary Act
guaranteed that federal capital trials "shall be had in the county where the offence was committed, or where that cannot
be done without great inconvenience, twelve petit jurors at least shall be summoned from thence." n89 This deviation
from the general unwillingness to equate vicinage with the county is not a historical accident, but rather reflects the
understanding that in the most serious cases, where both the defendant and the impacted community have the most on
the line, the best practice is to locate the trial as close as possible to the location of the crime.
From 1789 until 1862, the right to a jury (or at least twelve petit jurors) from the county of the offense in capital
cases remained part of Section 29. n90 However, in 1862, upon a confusing and un-debated motion by a Connecticut
congressman to repeal the portion of Section 29 that requires twelve petit jurors to be summoned from the county of
offense, Congress dropped the requirement. n91 But the ease of the repeal effort does not warrant the conclusion that no
weighty purpose drove the [*442] motion to repeal the "12 petit jurors from the county of offense rule." Northerners,
again concerned about the ability of county-level Southern juries to return treason verdicts against would-be
secessionists, wanted the county-level juror requirement removed so that a more diverse jury could be drawn from the
entire federal district. n92
Reconstruction reinforced the need for a broader geographic area from which to summon petit jurors. A trend in the
administration of Southern criminal justice emerged following the completion of the Civil War: all-white juries
consistently (over-) punished black defendants, but refused to punish white defendants who harmed black victims. n93
Realizing that hard-won equality under the law was being lost in countless courthouses throughout the South, Congress
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passed the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, which gave federal prosecutors the ability to charge these racially antagonistic
crimes in federal court. n94 Armed with the Act of 1871, the federal government mobilized quickly to South Carolina, a
state gripped by particularly savage and widespread race-motivated violence. n95
On March 6, 1871, forty-odd members of the Ku Klux Klan initiated a "savage rampage" against blacks in York
County, South Carolina and their Republican counterparts. n96 In response to this uprising, and the lynching of James
Rainey, an officer in an all-black militia, in particular, President Grant ordered federal troops and federal prosecutors
into South Carolina. Defense attorneys representing the suspects arrested in connection with the March 6 rampage
moved for the federal court to draw jurors solely from the locality where the crime had occurred. n97 The federal judge
denied the motion and drew the jury pool from the entire federal district. Senator Coburn explained the rationale for
broadening the geographic scope of the jury pool beyond the location where the crime occurred:

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the county courts; their judges can act with more
independence, cannot be put under terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those of
the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the [*443] neighborhood; they will be able to rise above
prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make
arrests with certainty, and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any banded and
combined resistance such as may be expected. n98
This initial effort to ensure that blacks had legal protection from lynchings and vigilante violence would ultimately be
transformed into a mechanism that subjected black defendants to all-white or predominantly white juries.
B. Shifting Demographics Have Transformed the Expanded Venire from a Shield Against Racism Into a Trap that
Exploits It
While the expansion of the venire was initially promulgated to protect the rights of minorities, specifically blacks, over
time the expansion of the venire has reduced the protections provided by a jury of "equals and neighbors." Over the
more than one hundred years from Reconstruction through today, the result of racial equality efforts and enforcement
(and particularly the integration of public schools) has led to an unprecedented migration of white citizens from
inner-city areas into peripheral suburbs. In major cities across the United States (and especially in the South), the white
citizens who left the city took much of the wealth with them, leaving pockets of cities that suffer from concentrated
poverty and the attendant evils that come with that reality. Take New Orleans, for example. n99
In the wake of the civil rights movement in the 1960s, white New Orleans residents began to flee the city (which is
located in Orleans Parish) and relocate to Metairie (which is part of neighboring Jefferson [*444] Parish). n100 As a
federal district court judge sitting in the Eastern District of Louisiana observed: "The historical record of discrimination
in the ... Parish of Jefferson is undeniably clear, and the record suggests it has not ended even now." n101 Until at least
1963, "Jefferson Parish blacks, unlike whites, were required ... to state their age exactly in terms of number of years,
months and days, and to recite the preamble to the United States Constitution in order to register to vote." n102 Until at
least the mid-1970s, "blacks were systematically denied access to restaurants, forced to sit in the rear of buses and
subjected to separate and unequal facilities." n103 Education services provided to black children were "qualitatively
inferior to those provided to whites." n104
Jefferson Parish voters elected David Duke, former Ku Klux Klan Grand Wizard and founder of the National
Association for the Advancement of White People, to the state legislature in 1989. n105 Duke carried Jefferson Parish in
his (unsuccessful) 1990 bid for the United States Senate n106 and received 41% of the Jefferson Parish vote when he ran
for Governor in 1991. n107
In 1994, in response to a black suspect dying after being improperly restrained by the Jefferson Parish Sheriff's
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Office, Sheriff Harry Lee removed police units from a black neighborhood in the parish. His rationale: "To hell with
them ... I haven't heard one word of support from one black person." n108 Because "if you live in a predominantly white
neighborhood and two blacks are in a car behind you, there's a pretty good chance they're up to no good," Sheriff Lee
ordered his deputies to stop and question all blacks in "rinky-dink cars." n109 After ordering the construction of a
barricade between Orleans and Jefferson [*445] to keep black New Orleans citizens out of Jefferson, Sheriff Lee
returned to the segregation theme in the midst of Hurricane Katrina. He ordered deputies to stand at the bridge
connecting Orleans and Jefferson, and to point assault weapons at the New Orleans residents (the vast majority of
whom were black) trying to escape the flooded city. n110 Sheriff Lee died in 2007, but he managed to spark one last
controversy shortly before his death, announcing his new violent crime policy: "We're only stopping black people." n111
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana serves as a paradigmatic example of the demographic changes that we must consider
when evaluating the relationship between the place of the crime and the ability to obtain an impartial jury. Whereas
Reconstruction considerations required an expanded geographic scope of the vicinage in order to obtain an impartial
jury, the current practice of drawing from the entire federal district (rather than the county of offense) has the distinct
feel of chasing after the devil. So, again, we ask, what community? While the decision to expand the venire beyond the
county of offense appears to have had beneficent motivation, it currently operates to racialize the decision to prosecute
federally. Without the expansion of the venire, the decision to prosecute for murder in state or federal court has no racial
significance; however, the expansion of the venire from the county of offense to the entire district means that the federal
government's decision to prosecute can have a significant demographic impact on the composition of the jury.
III. DISTRICTS WITH THE HIGHEST DEATH SENTENCING RATES TEND TO BE COMPRISED OF A
LARGELY BLACK COUNTY SURROUNDED BY LARGELY WHITE COUNTIES
While the decision to prosecute federally rather than in state court has little or no difference on the jury demographics
in many jurisdictions, it is highly significant in the federal judicial districts responsible for most of the black defendants
on death row. In each of these districts, the county where the offense occurs has a high minority group population, but
the overall composition of the federal district is heavily white. Thus, the shift to federal court results in a far whiter jury
pool. We examine the demographic shift from county to district in four instances below.
[*446]
A. Orleans Parish (New Orleans) and the Eastern District of Louisiana
Orleans is a majority-minority group parish. According to 2008 federal census data, nearly 62% of the population of
Orleans Parish is black and about 34% is white. n112 Orleans Parish juries have sentenced only one person to death in
the past twelve years. n113 This is not for lack of opportunity: New Orleans consistently leads the nation in the infamous
"most murders per capita" category, with 64 per 100,000 people in 2008. n114 Comparing Orleans to Jefferson Parish
(its neighbor and second most populous parish in the Eastern District) is telling. In Jefferson during the same period
(1998-2009) ten out of the fourteen cases to proceed to a capital trial (71%) resulted in death sentences. n115
The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana has jurisdiction over federal capital trials held
in connection with crimes that occur in Orleans Parish. n116 The United States Attorney General has authorized federal
death penalty prosecutions against ten defendants within the Eastern District of Louisiana. n117 All ten defendants
authorized for federal capital prosecutions were charged with murders that occurred within the confines of Orleans
Parish. n118 All ten are either black or [*447] Hispanic. n119 Three defendants (out of the four whose cases proceeded
to capital trials) received death sentences. n120 All three are black. n121
Out of the hundreds of thousands of murders that were federally cognizable, and the fifty-seven that resulted in
death sentences, n122 how did three black men who committed murder in Orleans Parish end up on federal death row?
The answer lies in the contrasting demographics of Orleans Parish and the rest of the Eastern District of Louisiana. If
jury pool eligibility remains roughly consistent with the population of a parish, then a state prosecution for a crime
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committed in Orleans Parish would reflect a jury pool consisting of 62% black jurors and 34% white jurors. n123 These
numbers change dramatically when the case is prosecuted federally and the jury pool draws from the entire Eastern
District of Louisiana. n124 The Eastern District encompasses a population of 1,541,720. n125 In Eastern District of
Louisiana parishes (other than Orleans), 72% of the population is white and only 24% is black. n126 Overall, the
population of the Eastern District (including Orleans Parish) is 64.4% white and 31.4% black. n127 Federal prosecutors
are able to dilute minority-concentrated populations (obtaining far whiter jury pools) simply by prosecuting the same
case in federal rather than state court. n128
[*448] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*449] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*450]
B. St. Louis, Missouri and the Eastern District of Missouri
The city of St. Louis has a population of 356,587. n129 About half (48.9%) of the city's residents are black and 47.2%
are white. n130 Only four people (out of forty-nine) on Missouri's death row were convicted in St. Louis city. n131 St.
Louis juries have returned only one death sentence since 2000. n132 Again, this is not for lack of violent crime. St. Louis
trails only New Orleans in the competition for worst per capita murder rate. n133 Saint Louis County neighbors St. Louis
city. Saint Louis County is 73.4% white, 21.8% black, n134 and has a population of 992,408. n135 Saint Louis County
juries sentenced to death seventeen of the forty-nine death row inmates in Missouri. n136
The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri has jurisdiction over federally prosecuted
crimes committed in St. Louis. n137 The Eastern District of Missouri has a population of 2,910,039. n138 Overall, the
Eastern District is 81.8% white and 15.5% black. n139 The Eastern Division ("Saint Louis Division") of the Eastern
District of Missouri draws jurors from fifteen counties and the city of St. Louis. n140 The Saint Louis Division has a
population of 2,330,358 and is [*451] 78.4% white and 17.9% black. n141 Again assuming proportional minority
representation in the population and jury pools, a St. Louis defendant who is charged federally will have barely
one-third the percentage of black citizens (48.9% versus 17.9%) and roughly two-thirds more the percentage of white
citizens (47.2% versus 78.4%) in the pool of potential jurors than if that defendant had been tried in state court.
The United States Attorney General has authorized capital prosecutions against six individuals in the Eastern
District of Missouri. n142 All six defendants are black. n143 All but one victim was white. n144 The two defendants
charged with killing the only black victim received life sentences from juries. n145 One defendant pleaded guilty. n146
Three defendants from the Eastern District of Missouri are on federal death row. n147 All three are black and committed
murders in St. Louis against white victims. n148
[*452] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL] [*453] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*454]
C. Richmond and the Eastern District of Virginia
The city of Richmond, Virginia has a population of 204,451. n149 Blacks comprise 52.2% of the population; whites
comprise 44%. n150 Richmond suffered thirty-one homicides in 2008, which is roughly six times higher than the
national murder rate. n151 But only one of the eleven inmates currently on Virginia's death row was sent there by a
Richmond jury. n152 By contrast, Prince William County, also in the Eastern District of Virginia, has three residents on
Virginia's death row, but has a population of 379,166 and had only twelve homicides in 2008. n153 One major difference
is the complexion of the jury pool. In contrast to the 52.2% black population percentage in Richmond city, Prince
William County has a black population percentage of 20.1% and a white population percentage of 69.2%. n154
A shift in population complexion is evident whenever a capital crime committed in Richmond is prosecuted
federally. The Eastern District of Virginia, with a total population of 5,637,640, is 23.2% black and 67.9% white. n155
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Four defendants from the Eastern District of Virginia are on death row. n156 All four are black. n157 Three of the four
death-sentenced defendants committed murder within Richmond city. n158 The Eastern District is divided into four
divisions, and murders committed in [*455] Richmond are prosecuted federally in the Richmond Division. n159 The
Richmond Division draws its jury pool from thirty-four counties and independent cities. n160 The population of the
Richmond Division is 1,555,589 and is 66% white and 29.7% black. n161 Thus, a capital jury in the Richmond Division
is crafted from a population with far fewer black residents (29.7% versus 52.2%) and a far larger white population (66%
versus 44%) than Richmond. n162
[*456] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*457] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*458]
D. Prince George's County and the District of Maryland
Other than the city of Baltimore, Prince George's County has the highest percentage of black citizens in Maryland. n163
Prince George's County's population totals 834,560. Nearly 66% of the citizens in Prince George's County are black,
while 28.1% are white. n164 Prince George's County juries have sent two defendants to death row since 1978. n165 By
contrast, Baltimore County, which is roughly the same size (789,814), but is 68.8% white and 25.1% black, n166 has
sent fourteen defendants to death row over the same time period. n167 Notably, all fourteen defendants (six white, eight
black) were sentenced to death for the murder of white victims. n168
The United States District Court for the District of Maryland encompasses a population of 5,699,478. n169
Approximately 63% of the population in the District of Maryland is white. n170 The black population equals 29.4%. n171
United States Attorneys General have authorized the death penalty against twenty-six individuals in the District of
Maryland. n172 All twenty-six defendants are minority group members: twenty-three black and three Hispanic. n173
Both federal death row inmates from the District of Maryland are black. n174 Both committed crimes in Prince George's
County. n175 The Southern Division (52.3% white and [*459] 37.2% black n176) of the District of Maryland handles
federal crimes committed in Prince George's County. n177 Had these individuals been prosecuted in state court, they
would have had a jury pulled from a population with roughly twice the representativeness of blacks (65.6% versus
37.2%) n178 and half the representativeness of whites (28.1% versus 52.3%). n179
[*460] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*461] [SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
[*462]
IV. DOES JUROR RACE MATTER?
The demographic switch that results when death penalty cases are prosecuted federally tells us that a smaller
percentage of black citizens are represented at the federal district level than in the county where most capital crimes
occur. But that begs the question: Does juror race matter? Decisions from the United States Supreme Court, federal
death penalty verdict outcomes, practical experience with jury selection, and experimental data rooted in implicit social
cognition all suggest that juror race does matter in death penalty trials.
A. The United States Supreme Court Is Divided Over Whether Juror Race Impacts Jury Deliberations
The Court and its Justices have struggled for decades to reconcile the desire to eliminate racial barriers to inclusion
with the commonsense notion that juror race impacts judgment. n180 In fair cross-section cases, the Court consistently
acknowledges that the exclusion of black jurors (or women jurors) deprives the defendant of a tangible benefit: the
voice and influence of people with different backgrounds and perspectives. Justice Marshall best stated this inclusive
conception of the community in his plurality opinion in Peters v. Kiff n181:
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We are unwilling to make the assumption that the exclusion of Negroes has relevance only for issues involving race.
When any large and identifiable segment of the community is excluded from jury service, the effect is to remove from
the jury room qualities of human nature and varieties of human experience, the range of which is unknown and perhaps
unknowable. It is not necessary to assume that the excluded group will consistently vote as a class in order to conclude,
as we do, that its exclusion deprives the jury of a perspective on human events that may have unsuspected importance in
any case that may be presented. n182
[*463] While the Court accepts that the exclusion of an entire race from jury participation "deprives the jury of a
perspective on human events that may have unsuspected importance in any case that may be presented," individual
Justices are sharply divided at the single juror (or single jury) level. In Powers v. Ohio, n183 Justice Kennedy, writing
for the Court, emphasized that "race cannot be a proxy for determining juror bias or competence." n184 He continued:
"A person's race simply is unrelated to his fitness as a juror. We may not accept as a defense to racial discrimination the
very stereotype the law condemns." n185 Similarly, in Edmonson v. Leesville Concrete Co., n186 Justice Kennedy's
opinion for the Court explained:

[While] it may be true that the role of litigants in determining the jury's composition provides one reason for wide
acceptance of the jury system and of its verdicts[,] if race stereotypes are the price for acceptance of a jury panel as fair,
the price is too high to meet the standard of the Constitution. n187
The Court's conservative wing, along with Justice Sotomayor, appears to hold the opposite view. n188 Justice
Sotomayor famously stated that her Latina heritage could not help but color her judgment on the bench because of the
experiential diversity and shared customs it provides her. n189 This connection between racial background and [*464]
decision-making has been a popular theme of the Court's conservative Justices in jury cases. For example, dissenting in
Georgia v. McCollum, n190 Justice Thomas acknowledged that juror race matters for verdict outcomes: "Securing
representation of the defendant's race on the jury may help to overcome racial bias and provide the defendant with a
better chance of having a fair trial." n191 Justice Scalia's dissent in Powers similarly notes the "undeniable reality ... that
all groups tend to have particular sympathies and hostilities - most notably, sympathies toward their own group
members." n192 Justice O'Connor, concurring in J.E.B. v. Alabama, n193 wrote:

We know that like race, gender matters... . Our holding is that any correlation between a juror's gender and attitudes is
irrelevant as a matter of constitutional law. But to say that gender makes no difference as a matter of law is not to say
that gender makes no difference as a matter of fact. n194
The observations of United States Supreme Court Justices, wise as they may be, are not the sole source for determining
whether jury race matters. In the remainder of this Part, we detail a variety of findings that corroborate the notion that
race and ethnicity influence juror judgment.
B. Practical Evidence from Federal Death Penalty Authorization Data Suggests that Juror Race Does Matter
We discussed above how the decision to prosecute capital crimes federally results in less diverse jury pools. But do
federal juries return death sentences in areas where larger minority group populations exist even at the federal district
level? The three federal districts with the lowest death sentence-to-authorizations ratio are the District of [*465]
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Southern District of New York. n195 These three federal districts account for 55 of the
460 death-authorized cases but are not responsible for a single death sentence. n196 Each of these three federal districts
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has a relatively small white, non-Hispanic population: 1.2% for Puerto Rico, n197 32.5% for the District of Columbia,
n198 and 46.7% for the Southern District of New York. n199
Federal death sentences also occur infrequently in areas where the county of offense and the federal district have
similar demographic profiles. Excluding the three districts that have large minority populations (District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Southern District of New York), ten federal districts have had five or more death-authorizations but have
obtained zero death sentences. n200 Eight of these districts have similar demographic profiles between the federal
district and most populous county n201:
[*466]
Federal

Number of Death

Percentage

Percentage Whites/

Jurisdiction

Authorizations/

Whites/Blacks:

Blacks: Populous

Sentences
Eastern

n202

District

n203

County(ies) n204

6/0

80/6

70/10

8/0

69/6

58/7

6/0

89/1

83/10

5/0

85/10

83/11

District of
California
Northern
District of
California
District of
Colorado
District of
Connecticut
District of

81/14
7/0

89/6

Kansas
District of

85/9
8/0

84/3

New Mexico
Northern

82/9
92/1
86/4

5/0

91/5

District of

82/12
85/10

New York
Middle

7/0

93/4

93/3

District of
Pennsylvania
[*467] These statistics illustrate that the degree of demographic similarity between an overall federal district and its
counties has an observable impact on death sentencing rates. n205
C. Attorneys Know that Juror Race Does Matter
The Constitution's Equal Protection Clause prohibits attorneys from striking jurors on the basis of their race. n206 But
that does not stop prosecutors from striking black jurors in criminal cases. n207 In Snyder v. Louisiana, n208 Justice Alito
wrote the opinion for seven members of the Court reversing a death sentence out of Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, where
the prosecution struck all five prospective black jurors. n209 The [*468] trial judge asked the prosecutor to proffer a
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race-neutral explanation for striking one of the black jurors, n210 Mr. Brooks. The prosecutor explained that Brooks
looked "nervous" about missing his time as a student teacher (even though the judge received assurance from Brooks'
dean that his absence would be excused). n211 By contrast, the State did not strike a white juror, Mr. Laws, who was "a
self-employed general contractor," with "two houses that are nearing completion." n212 One of the houses had occupants
"moving in [that] weekend," and Mr. Laws explained that if he served on the jury then "the people won't [be able to]
move in." n213 Moreover, Mr. Laws stated "my wife just had a hysterectomy, so I'm running the kids back and forth to
school, and we're not originally from here, so I have no family in the area, so between the two things, it's kind of bad
timing for me." n214
The strike-pattern in the Snyder case is not an aberration in Jefferson Parish (a heavily white parish adjacent to
Orleans Parish, Louisiana). The Louisiana Supreme Court has addressed three convictions in the last decade where
Jefferson Parish prosecutors appeared to exclude jurors on the basis of race. n215 Jefferson Parish prosecutors are
particularly adept at keeping blacks off of Jefferson Parish capital juries: prosecutors successfully struck forty-two of
forty-nine (90%) qualified black jurors (and attempted to strike two more) in twelve capital prosecutions. n216 These
strike rates left zero black jurors on seven death cases, one black [*469] juror on four death cases, and two black jurors
on one death case. n217 These numbers are only slightly better in non-capital cases. A study of 390 trials and 10,000
prospective jurors in Jefferson Parish from 1994 to 2002 reveals that prosecutors struck 55% of qualified black jurors
but only 16% of qualified white jurors. n218
The Jefferson Parish experience is not unique. In Miller-El v. Dretke, n219 the Court reversed a capital conviction
where prosecutors used their peremptory challenges to strike ten of eleven prospective black jurors. n220 The Court
noted that the Dallas, Texas prosecutor's office had a long-standing history of striking as many black jurors as possible,
used a twenty year-old voir dire manual that instructed line prosecutors to exclude prospective black jurors, took
advantage of a "jury shuffle" process to dilute the concentration of blacks on jury panels, and used different lines of
scripted questioning for black and white jurors. n221 The Court also noted testimony from a district court judge, who
was formerly a prosecutor at the Dallas District Attorney's office, that allowing a black person to serve on a jury
constituted a terminable offense at the office during the 1950s and 1960s. n222 In Pennsylvania, a study of 317
Philadelphia capital trials revealed that prosecutors struck 51% of black jurors but 26% of non-black jurors. n223
Blacks are not struck because they are black, but rather because of the perceptions that black Americans have an
appreciation for the complex circumstances that lead a criminal defendant - especially a black criminal defendant - to
commit an offense. n224 Prosecutors also believe that black jurors tend to be more mistrusting of law enforcement than
[*470] white jurors. n225 Whether or not these stereotypes are accurate, the larger point is that juror race (or at least
race by proxy) matters. Otherwise Batson's command that jurors not be struck on account of race would be far easier to
enforce. n226
D. Experimental Evidence Suggests that Both Jury Composition and Juror Race Mediate Verdict Outcomes
Dissenting in Georgia v. McCollum, n227 Justice O'Connor underscored the "substantial reason to believe that the
distorting influence of race is minimized on a racially mixed jury." n228 Minority group juror dilution can impact the
outcomes of capital cases. n229 Majority group jurors exhibit greater implicit (if not explicit) bias against black
defendants. n230 Further, as this section discusses, majority group jurors also interpret ambiguous evidence in
racially-biased ways, utilize stereotypes to prejudge black defendants, are susceptible to ubiquitous priming devices that
shape outcomes in racially influenced directions, and may treat black defendants more harshly than white defendants.
Social science research using mock jury studies, as well as juror interviews from real capital jurors, lend empirical
support to the claim by suggesting that diverse juries deliberate more thoroughly, discuss a broader range of evidence,
perceive evidence more accurately, and perceive themselves as more legitimate than all-white juries. n231 [*471]
Community members also view verdicts from diverse juries as more legitimate. n232 Jury diversity also impacts verdict
outcomes. The notion that black jurors return guilty verdicts less frequently than white jurors is no longer surprising.
But experimental evidence suggests that white jurors who serve on diverse juries return guilty verdicts less frequently
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than white jurors serving on all-white juries. n233 The experimental data converges with other findings on the effects of
racial diversity on jury outcomes. Professor William Bowers studied seventy-four capital jury trials with a black
defendant and a white victim, and found that juries with four or more white jurors have a much higher death sentencing
rate than juries with two or more black jurors. n234 Simply adding a single black person altered the deliberation
outcomes. Juries with no black members imposed death sentences in 71.9% of cases. n235 When at least one black
person served on the jury the number plummeted to 42.9%. n236
[*472] Implicit social cognition might account for why juror race (and thus jury composition) mediates the quality
and outcome of jury deliberations. n237 Implicit social cognition refers to the process by which the brain uses "mental
associations that are so well-established as to operate without awareness, or without intention, or without control." n238
Thousands of American citizens participate each year in studies designed to measure implicit associations. n239 Results
consistently demonstrate that white participants (and, to a lesser degree, participants from a variety of other racial and
ethnic backgrounds) have strong implicit associations between "White and Good," "Black and Bad," and "Black and
Guilty." n240 The results have predictive validity. n241 High implicit bias scores correlate with disparate treatment of
black defendants: jurors tend to interpret n242 and misremember n243 evidence in [*473] racially biased ways, correlate
black physical features with criminality, n244 provide less "mental due process" to black defendants, n245 and judge
black defendants more harshly. n246
[*474] The social science research confirms what the architects of the Constitution appeared to understand: a jury
of one's neighbors and peers is better at ferreting out the complex nuances in events - complexities that are specifically
relevant in a jury's determination whether to sentence a defendant to life or death. Still the question remains: how do the
courts administer this understanding?
[*475]
V. WHAT COMMUNITY - WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR?
"Community members are best positioned to decide how passive or aggressive they want their cops to be because they
are the ones who must live with - and who may die from - the consequences of their choice. Our Founders understood
this basic idea; why don't we?"
- Akhil Amar n247 Two co-existing principles govern our assessment of the federal death penalty. First, the expansion
of the venire in federal death penalty cases creates a demographic shift in the racial make up of the venire. Second, the
expansion of the venire beyond the county of the offense detaches the local community from the decision making in
federal death sentences. This Part traces the broadening overlap of these two principles.
Determining the relevant geographic boundaries for superimposing community values onto a determination that a
particular individual should receive the death penalty depends on the content of the relevant values and how those
values shift as geographic regions expand. The jury's function is key to determining which citizens constitute the proper
community. The United States Supreme Court has made clear that the determination of whether a defendant lives or
dies must be the moral judgment of the community - not a decision left solely to a legislature to determine which
offenses require mandatory imposition of the death penalty. n248 But defining who constitutes the "community" or who
comprises a defendant's "equals and neighbors" has been an elusive task.
The expansion of the federal venire has relevance in the context of a variety of federal prosecutions. n249 However,
nowhere does the expansion of the federal venire have more of an impact than in the application of the federal death
penalty. This is true, in the first instance, because the determination to impose the death penalty is an exclusively
subjective moral determination, and second, because it is a subjective moral determination that is susceptible to the
influence of race bias. The capital jury's morality function mirrors the "fact and law" determinations that [*476]
English common law and United States' Founding-era juries had to make. n250 Thus, the locality or "familiarness"
function that a jury of the vicinage serves is of greater relevance in capital cases today than in other federal criminal
prosecutions.
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In capital cases, vicinage and the Eighth Amendment's ability to track society's evolving standards of decency are
closely related. The content of the Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause depends upon the standards of decency in a
modern society. n251 Jury verdicts provide a necessary link between community values and interpretation of the Eighth
Amendment. n252 In death penalty cases, the consensus of the community is particularly important. In non-capital
murder cases the jury must determine only whether enough evidence exists to determine that the defendant committed
the crime. However, in capital cases, the sentencing jury is asked to weigh more amorphous considerations, including
"the character and record of the individual offender and the circumstances of the particular offense... ." n253
In Turner v. Murray, n254 the United States Supreme Court emphasized that a juror's decision to vote to impose a
death sentence is a "highly subjective, unique [and] individualized judgment regarding the punishment that a particular
person deserves." n255 Because of the subjective nature of the determination and, more generally, the "the range of
discretion entrusted to a jury in a capital sentencing hearing," the Court underscored that the capital sentencing
determination is "a unique opportunity for racial prejudice to operate but remain undetected." n256 The Court also noted
that "subtle, less consciously held" [*477] beliefs could operate to skew the sentencing outcome in a racially
discriminatory manner. n257
Though the Court acknowledges the "subjective" nature of the determination entrusted to the capital sentencing
jury, it also interprets the Eighth Amendment's prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment to require a "special need
for reliability in the determination that death is the appropriate punishment in any capital case." n258 This "reliability" is
tricky business. Unlike the finding of whether the defendant did in fact pull the trigger and kill the bank teller, the
question of whether the defendant deserves death is hopelessly moral and necessarily comparative and situational. For
example, the relative heinousness of the crime depends upon the type of violence with which the jurors are familiar or
have experienced. The relative culpability of the defendant (including acceptance of mitigating evidence such as being
the victim of severe abuse) depends on how well the jurors empathize or can relate to the level of trauma experienced by
the defendant and their belief that the trauma translates into lesser responsibility for undesirable actions.
Given both the "subjective" nature of the capital sentencing determination and the need for "heightened reliability"
in determining which defendants in the already narrow category of convicted first-degree murderers deserve death, the
federal death penalty relies upon the wisdom of twelve jurors to "express the conscience of the community on [*478]
the ultimate question of life or death." n259 So federal capital jurors of necessity should be from a narrower community,
but how narrow? n260 A voting rights analogy is apt. In terms of participation in the democratic process, the right to
serve on a jury is comparable to the right to vote. n261 In the voting rights context, the Court has sanctioned electoral
districting based on "communities of interest." n262 To determine where to draw the physical boundary lines around a
"community," the Court looks to several factors relevant to our analysis here: (1) respect for political subdivisions, (2)
political affiliation, and (3) socioeconomic status. n263
A. Respect for Political Subdivisions
Delimiting the county as the relevant community to adjudicate a federal capital case aligns with the notion that
communities of interest should respect pre-existing political subdivisions. Today, states draw juries from counties or
independent cities (e.g. St. Louis). And for good reason. The county is the largest intra-state body of government
besides the state itself. But the federal district is a fictional community. There are no political ties that bind. The impact
of the verdict is not dispersed throughout the federal district, but instead is disproportionately (or even solely) absorbed
by the locality where the crime occurred.
[*479] Drawing state and federal prosecution lines at the same boundaries removes the incentive for federal
prosecutors to pursue a federal capital prosecution for the purpose of obtaining a racially skewed venire. n264 The ability
to obtain a death sentence does play a role whether to prosecute federally. n265 The federal prosecution of John Johnson
for a killing that occurred in Orleans Parish may be illustrative. n266 For instance, the Government's desire to prosecute
Johnson in the Eastern District of Louisiana in order to obtain a death sentence may be apparent from its refusal to
allow Johnson to plead guilty and avoid the death penalty n267 - a privilege afforded to both the Unabomber and
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abortion-clinic bomber Eric Rudolph. n268 But selective prosecution claims are notoriously [*480] difficult to prove,
and the cost to the democratic function of the prosecutor is large. By drawing co-extensive prosecution lines, we remove
the incentive to obtain a death-sentence by any means possible and refasten the decision to prosecute federally to the
relative federal interest impacted by the offense. Moreover, murders can paralyze neighborhoods, but cannot
realistically be said to create a stir at the federal district level. When citizens closer to center of impact render verdicts,
that message from the jury box can lead to resource allocation at the local government (often the county) level.
County-level juries better provide the community most impacted by the offense (and its punishment) with the power
necessary to redress the harm.
B. Shared Political Affiliation
We documented above the impact on the racial demographics of the jury pool when a capital case is prosecuted
federally rather than by the state. But race also acts as a proxy for political beliefs: blacks tend both to be more
politically liberal and to live in the densely populated areas where most death-eligible crimes are committed. In turn,
Republicans are far more likely to favor the death penalty than Democrats. n269 The result is that capital prosecutions in
federal court also change the representation of political beliefs in the jury pool.
For example, Orleans Parish is far more liberal than the rest of the Eastern District of Louisiana. In Orleans Parish,
79.3% of voters cast a ballot for Barack Obama in the 2008 Presidential election, n270 while only 19.2% voted for John
McCain. n271 Excluding Orleans Parish, 32.6% of voters voted for Obama (65.7% voted for McCain). n272 Overall,
switching to the Eastern District of Louisiana results in a far more conservative jury pool (79.3% Obama (Orleans)
versus 42.7% Obama in the entire [*481] district). n273 The same trend exists in St. Louis, Missouri, Prince George's
County, Maryland and Richmond, Virginia:
.Nearly 84% of St. Louis city voters cast a ballot for Obama (compared to 15.5% for McCain). n274 Excluding St.
Louis city, voters in the Saint Louis Division of the Eastern District of Missouri cast 52.6% of their votes for Obama
and 46% for McCain. n275
.Nearly 89% of Prince George's County voters supported Obama (compared to 10.5% for McCain). n276 Without
Prince George'sCounty, the District of Maryland voted for Obama by a 57.5% to 41.2% margin. n277
.Over 79% of Richmond city voters supported Obama (20% for McCain) n278 versus 50.6% for Obama and 49.2%
for McCain in the Richmond Division of the Eastern District of Virginia (excluding the city of Richmond). n279
Drawing juries from the county of offense recognizes the significant attitudinal changes regarding crime,
punishment, and law enforcement that occur as the geographic lens shifts from the county to the federal district. The
residents of urban areas - where most federal capital crimes occur - are more likely (70%) than residents of suburban
(63%) or rural (59%) areas to believe that the way to fix crime is to fix the underlying economic and social problems (as
opposed to concentrating more resources on police officers, jails, and prosecutions). n280 Scarcely 25% of residents
living in urban areas agree that the best way to lower crime is to enhance law and order measures. n281 When broken
down by race, a relevant proxy consideration (as discussed above), 84% of blacks (but only 61% of whites) agreed that
concentrating on solving underlying [*482] economic problems is the best way to lower crime. n282 Only 14% of
blacks agreed that the best solution is found in increased law enforcement presence. n283
Though blacks and urban dwellers are less likely to favor enhanced law enforcement as the primary mechanism to
fight crime, blacks are far more likely than whites to worry about being the victim of serious interpersonal violent
crimes, such as being murdered. n284 This fear is rational: blacks, and especially black males, are far more likely to be
murdered than whites. n285 But despite this (legitimate) fear of crime, blacks are less trusting of law enforcement than
are whites. For example, 27% of blacks, but only 6% of whites report "very little confidence" in the police. n286 Blacks
are also more likely than whites to believe that law enforcement use of racial profiling is widespread (by roughly 17%).
n287 While 67% of blacks believe that police brutality occurs in the area where they live, only 25% of whites think the
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same. n288 Blacks are also far less likely to favor the death penalty for a person convicted of murder (47%) than whites
(69%). n289 Moreover, when asked if the death penalty is applied fairly, 59% of white but only 24% of blacks answered
in the affirmative. n290
C. Socio-Economic Status
A person who experiences (or is surrounded by) the devastating atmospheric factors that diminish the quality of a
person's decision- [*483] making capacity is likely in a better position to account for those situational factors than a
person who lives in a neighborhood where crime is predominated by nuisance offenses and urban interlopers. n291
Moreover, juries comprised of a majority of individuals from low socio-economic communities can send a message
about the government's allocation of resources in a different way than juries that are made up primarily of
well-resourced outsiders. Therefore, if the victim of the crime, the offender, and the impacted neighborhood all exist in
a realm of low resources, then individuals with similar experiences and values should determine whether or not the
government should be doling out death sentences. Shared vernacular, dress, and mannerisms that often exist in such
communities further underscore the point.
Though race is a proxy of poverty, it can be disentangled. As one commentator explained:

[A] Black resident of a middle-class neighborhood may be more likely to share experiences and interests in common
with another Black person from the same neighborhood than with a Black person from the inner city. Indeed, the Black
resident of the middle-class neighborhood may well have more interests in common with a white neighbor with respect
to, for example, community policing, public schools, or welfare, than with the Black inner-city resident. Thus, although
defining political groups by race alone may be adequate to capture a substantial amount of shared interests, using race in
combination with other indicia of community, including residential proximity, may more effectively capture a more
homogenous community. n292
Other commentators note that providing a defendant with a jury of his equals and neighbors gives the defendant a
firmer belief in the integrity of the proceedings:

A defendant also might feel that a local jury, with whom he or she may share cultural values, economic status, racial
identity, or just a general sense of community identity, would sympathize with him more than with the police or the
victim. Either way, a consistent rule requiring local juries puts the defendant on equal footing with the prosecutor, who
cannot manipulate the likely [*484] results of the trial by selecting the jurisdiction with the toughest jurors. Both sides
know in advance where the jury will be from. n293
Even more significantly, local juror participation gives communities in the midst of violence a certainty that the
criminal justice system aims not only to be accurate but fair. n294 For all these reasons, the county is the best place to
draw the vicinage lines in federal death penalty cases.
VI. FINDING REMEDIES AFTER MCKLESKEY, ARMSTRONG, AND BASS
This Part addresses the difficulty in identifying remedies for discrimination retrospectively. First, we look at the way in
which case law now requires the federal courts to ignore the appearance or possibility that race influences sentencing
determination. Second, we note the difficulty of remedies that require reversal of capital convictions and death
sentences. Finally, we offer three potential remedies that are prospective in nature, and that do not upend the
administration of the entire federal justice system.
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A. The Challenges of McKleskey, Armstrong, and Bass
Indeed, defining potential remedies for problems that focus on race and the death penalty can feel like a futile exercise
after McCleskey v. Kemp. n295 In McCleskey, the Court heard the case of a black man, Warren McCleskey, whom a
Fulton County, Georgia jury convicted and sentenced to death for the murder of a white police officer. n296 McCleskey
asserted that his death sentence was imposed arbitrarily and discriminatorily (in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments) [*485] because, as a black man who killed a white victim, he was statistically much more like to receive
a death sentence in Georgia. n297 The Baldus study anchored his claim.
Professors David C. Baldus, Charles Pulaski, and George Woodworth conducted "sophisticated" and "extensive"
studies that examined over 2000 Georgia murder cases. n298 Their results were disturbing: only 1% of cases with a
black murder victim, but 11% of cases with a white murder victim, resulted in death sentences. n299 When a defendant
is black and the victim white, 22% of cases result in death. n300 But Georgia juries imposed death in only 3% of cases
with a white defendant and black victim. n301 Georgia prosecutors sought death in 70% of cases with a black defendant
and a white victim, but in only 19% of cases with a white defendant and black victim. n302 The result is that Georgia
juries imposed the death sentence on defendants who killed white victims 4.3 times more often than defendants who
killed black victims. n303 Black defendants who killed white victims received death more frequently than any other
victim/defendant race combination. n304
The Court accepted the Baldus study's validity, but rejected the claim that the demonstration of statistically
significant racial disparities in the imposition of the death penalty in Georgia could prove that McCleskey faced racial
discrimination in his particular case. n305 The Court emphasized that if McCleskey successfully pressed this claim in the
capital context, other defendants would argue the same in non-capital [*486] criminal cases. n306 Justice Brennan,
dissenting, labeled the Court's acknowledgment that "McCleskey's claim would open the door to widespread challenges
to all aspects of criminal sentencing," as "a fear of too much justice." n307 In other words, the Court knew that voting
with McCleskey would deal a crippling blow to the death penalty in America and would leave non-capital criminal
justice sentences vulnerable.
Similarly, after McCleskey, in United States v. Armstrong, n308 the United States Supreme Court effectively shut
down litigation on race claims by holding that federal prosecutors had broad discretion to act, and that without specific
proof of race discrimination (in the form of "credible evidence that similarly situated defendants of other race could
have been prosecuted, but were not"), the defendant was not entitled to discovery. To justify an order for discovery, the
Court held in United States v. Bass n309 that statistical evidence of racial disparities is not enough, and that a defendant
needed to show both discriminatory effect as well as specific evidence of discriminatory intent.
Even where a defendant introduced evidence that race may have prompted the imposition of capital punishment,
district courts after McCleskey, Armstrong, and Bass were powerless to reverse a death sentence or permit further
litigation on the issue. In a recent case addressing this issue involving a defendant already sentenced to death, a federal
district court in New Orleans acknowledged the troubling relevance of race in the administration of the federal death
penalty:

The Court is aware of the disturbing statistics regarding the disproportionate number of minorities being prosecuted for
capital offenses and sentenced to death, as pointed out by the Amicus Brief of the NAACP. The Court also does not
doubt that conscious or, more insidiously, unconscious racism can influence decisionmaking, from an initial arrest by
police through a final decision by a jury. In that regard, the Court notes with dismay the dismissive attitude of the
government with regard to this issue, referencing it as a claim that has become perfunctory in modern capital cases. n310
[*487] The district court, however, declined to reverse the death sentence or require the government to provide a
race-neutral explanation for their charging decisions, without actual proof of intent to discriminate. n311
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B. Prospective Remedies Can Reduce the Impact of Race in the Administration of the Federal Death Penalty,
Without Dismantling the Entire System
Perhaps one of the dangers of McCleskey is that it proved too much. If the United States Supreme Court accepted the
theory articulated by Warren McCleskey, it would have been obligated to invalidate the death penalty imposed on him.
This would not only invalidate the death sentence imposed on McCleskey and other black defendants on Georgia's
death row, but it would have proved that the executions of black defendants in Georgia for over a century had been
predicated on race. In contrast, re-fixing the venire for federal capital offenses to the county of offense would provide
prospective relief from the possible influences of race. The county-level vicinage solution for solving race disparities
that exist when the federal government prosecutes a capital crime (versus when the state prosecutes) does not suffer
from the "too much justice problem." The democratic process would dictate the future of capital punishment, and the
community most affected by the crime would be the body responsible for the verdicts.
Unlike the data available to the McCleskey Court, currently available evidence demonstrates that racial disparities
in the administration of the death penalty exist in the here and now. n312 Implicit bias research shows that the prejudice
from race disparities in capital cases likely affects every jury. n313 But to counteract that bias, we do not need the
judiciary to dismantle the death penalty. We have prospectively available options, such as reclaiming the county as the
place of vicinage in federal capital cases, which will result in more diverse and legitimate decision making. Moreover,
because this vicinage right resolves to defendants in capital cases, problems that may arise in the prosecution of federal
hate crimes, or in instances where a minority group defendants seek the broader protection of a district (or a change of
venue from the district), [*488] interposing this protection does not risk chaining those defendants with the very
protections intended to benefit them. n314
The creation of a Batson-style three-step process is another potential prospective remedy. n315 Under this scheme, a
defendant would challenge the Government's decision to proceed with federal capital charges. The defendant would
have to demonstrate that the charged conduct could have been charged as a death-eligible state crime. The defendant
must also show a substantial change in the demographics of the jury pool as a result of the switch from the county of
offense to the federal district. Upon this showing, the Government could rebut the presumption of race-bias by
demonstrating race-neutral reasons for proceeding with cases in federal rather than state court. At the third step, the
judge must decide whether improper considerations of the racial composition of the jury pool motivated the
Government's decision to pursue capital punishment. The judge would take into account all the information from steps
one and two (and also any information pertaining to the charging of other similar crimes by other defendants in state
court). This latter remedy is far less satisfactory (especially because Batson itself has come under much scrutiny in the
past few years n316) than simply shifting vicinage to the county of offense in federal capital cases.
Finally, in the same manner that the Attorney General masks racial identifiers, the Department of Justice can
remove all demographic identifiers before the Attorney General decides whether to authorize a capital charge. n317 If
the Attorney General received case files with the [*489] names and races of the victim and the defendant masked and
also without knowledge of where the offense took place (not even listing the state), we believe this would go far
towards eliminating race and geographic disparities in the federal death penalty. n318 At a more general level, masking
all demographic information about the offender and the victim would further the likelihood that federal capital
prosecutions are based upon the relative federal interest in the case and not upon other arbitrary factors.
Today, the federal statute setting venue in capital cases, 18 U.S.C. § 3235, provides that "the trial of offenses
punishable with death shall be had in the county where the offense was committed, where that can be done without
great inconvenience." n319 Federal capital crimes are the only subsection of federal prosecutions where modern practice
does not treat venue and vicinage as identical. n320 Under 18 U.S.C. § 3235, venue in capital cases is set at the county of
offense, but jurors are drawn from the entire division (or district where no divisions exist). Refastening vicinage to the
county level in the federal capital context ensures that capital defendants who must face the moral judgment of the
community are not confronted with a mob of outsiders, but by a group of twelve of their "equals and neighbors." n321
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[*490]
CONCLUSION
Race and place disparities persist in the administration of the federal death penalty. Reams of paper have been spent
attempting to target their source. In this Article, we attempted to look at the irregularities anew. We examined the
geographic trends more closely, and found that most death penalty verdicts come from areas where the switch in
vicinage from the county to the federal district results in the dilution of minority group representation in the jury pool.
Capital verdicts become separated from the moral judgments of the community when fewer minority group members in
the jury pool, as well as the general effects of incorporating far away decision-makers with little stake in the outcome of
the proceedings (e.g., Jefferson Parish residents unfazed by murders in the New Orleans projects). The resulting juries
(whiter and more conservative) are more likely to engage in implicit (or explicit) race bias against the defendant.
Refastening the place of vicinage to the county level alleviates the appearance of impropriety that surrounds the
decision to prosecute a capital case federally. If federal capital juries come from the county where the offense occurred,
then prosecutors are left to determine whether to seek the death penalty based on the relative federal interest in the
crime (and not the prosecutorial interest to secure a death sentence by any means possible). This solution is also more
democratic - the citizens most impacted by the effects of high crime, overly aggressive policing, or poor public policy
are the decision-makers responsible for redressing those harms. n322
Prior studies of the death penalty have assessed whether the racial dynamics of defendants sentenced to death (or
their victims) mirrors the pool of individuals federally charged death sentences, or whether blacks and other minorities
are disproportionately represented on federal death row. The issue left unexamined is whether the federal death penalty
is imposed disproportionately in the pockets of America where the [*491] decision to prosecute federally results in a
transformation of the venire demographics. The problem with focusing on disproportionate representation is that it tries
to prove too much (that the entire system is infected with racism) and offers no easy remedy (beyond doing away with
the death penalty altogether). The benefit of focusing on the venire is that it employs the same analytical framework as
voting rights jurisprudence. Moreover, the vicinage approach offers a simple solution: select the jury from the county of
the offense in federal capital cases, and there can be no argument that the decision to prosecute federally was used to
exploit a shift in the demographics of the venire.
Critics of our approach might argue that our proposed solutions would destroy the federal death penalty. This may
be so, but its destruction would be a democratic destruction. If juries in the places where most death-eligible crimes
occur refuse to return death sentences, such a result, voiced by the community most impacted by the crime, is more
democratic than retaining the use of the federal death penalty because jurors from far away locales who rarely encounter
serious crime are willing to hand down death sentences against people who are not members of their communities and
with whom they will have greater difficulty empathizing. As Justice Scalia wrote in his Atkins dissent, "there is
something to be said for popular abolition of the death penalty ... ." n323
But the real point of this Article is to shine new light on race-and place-based arbitrariness in the federal death
penalty. As long as a narrow band of jurisdictions continue to dole out a disproportionate number of federal death
sentences, and to do so against a disproportionately high number of black citizens (and against defendants who murder
white victims), the federal government's experiment with the death penalty will continue to be a failure. Considering
that the disparities that persist today are just as disturbing as those that troubled Attorney General Holder in 2000, we
hope that the Attorney General will examine why they exist and then begin to resolve them. We suggest that restoring
the county as the place of vicinage - or at the very least masking the location of the crime and the relevant federal
district during the authorization process - is the best way to begin that process.
We also suggest that any assessment of racial bias within the federal death penalty must consider the demographics
of the jurisdictions in which the federal government has decided to seek the death penalty, and the demographics of the
jurisdictions in which it has not. Importantly, [*492] this inquiry must consider those cases in which the federal
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government chose not to prosecute as much as those cases in which it did. Ultimately, it is the intersection of these two
inquiries that suggests to us a troubling correlation between the demographic make-up and federal death sentences.
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as the Southern District of New York, see id. at 48E, but the Eastern District of Michigan is 74% white and 18% black. See FedStats.gov,
Demographic and Economic Profile, Federal Judicial District: Michigan Eastern, http://www.fedstats.gov/ mapstats/demographic/fjd/40.html
(last visited June 13, 2010) (calculating percentages based on 2005-2006 population figures). Wayne County, which encompasses Detroit, is
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www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/states-and-without-death-penalty (last visited July 4, 2010). Of course, this explanation confounds race as an
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United States v. Fell, 571 F.3d 264, 289 (2d Cir. 2009) (Calabresi, J., dissenting) (citing Alan Feuer, An Aversion to the Death Penalty, but
No Shortage of Cases, N.Y. Times, Mar. 10, 2008, at B1 ("The very asking of the death penalty had long been unusual for federal
prosecutors in much of our Circuit. And even when they have asked for it, juries - constitutionally mandated juries of the state and district have refused to impose it. In other words, as a matter of judgment, applying the norms of their "state and district,' local federal juries have
repeatedly and overwhelmingly rejected Washington's invitation to execute criminals in their states.")).

n196. See Appendix 2, supra note 26.

n197. U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Data for Puerto Rico, http://www.census.gov/census2000/ states/pr.html (last visited Jun. 16,
2010).

n198. U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Data for the District of Columbia, http://www.census.gov/ census2000/states/dc.html (last visited
Jun. 16, 2010).

n199. FedStats.gov, Demographic and Economic Profile, Federal Judicial District: New York Southern,
http://www.fedstats.gov/mapstats/demographic/fjd/55.html (last visited June 13, 2010) (calculating percentages based on 2005-2006
population figures).

n200. See Appendix 1, supra note 16.

n201. See id.
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n202. See id.

n203. The population percentages for the listed federal districts are calculated based on 2005-2006 population figures from the "Federal
Judicial Districts" database on FedStats.gov. See http://www.fedstats.gov/mapstats/fjd/ (last visited July 3, 2010). Data for an individual
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n204. The population percentages for individual counties are from the "MapStats: United States" database on FedStats.gov. See
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Shawnee County), District of New Mexico (Santa Fe County and Bernalillo County), Northern District of New York (Albany County and
Onondaga County), and Middle District of Pennsylvania (Cumberland County). See id.

n205. At first glance, the Southern District of Illinois (six authorizations, zero death sentences) appears to be an exception to the trend we
document. See Appendix 1, supra note 16, at 44C, 44D. The Southern District is 88% white and 10% black. See FedStats.gov, Demographic
and Economic Profile, Federal Judicial District: Illinois Southern, http://www.fedstats.gov/mapstats/ demographic/fjd/26.html (last visited
June 13, 2010) (calculating percentages based on 2005-2006 population figures). Saint Clair County, which encompasses East Saint Louis, is
67% white and 29% black. FedStats.gov, St. Clair County, Illinois, http://www.fedstats.gov/qf/states/17/17163.html (last visited June 13,
2010). However, no jury in the Southern District ever has decided a capital case. Out of the six authorizations, five authorizations were
withdrawn before trial. The final defendant pleaded guilty. Appendix 2, supra note 26. Both the Western District of Tennessee (nine
authorizations, zero death sentences) and Shelby County, which encompasses Memphis, have (relatively) high black citizen populations at
38% and 52% respectively. See Appendix 1, supra note 16, at 65C and 65D; see also FedStats.gov, Demographic and Economic Profile,
Federal Judicial District: Tennessee Western, http://www.fedstats.gov/mapstats/demographic/fjd/75.html (last visited June 13, 2010)
(calculating percentages based on 2005-2006 population figures); FedStats.gov, Shelby County, Tennessee,
http://www.fedstats.gov/qf/states/47/47157.html (last visited June 13, 2010). The Middle District of Tennessee (five authorizations, zero
death sentences) is closer to being an exception to the trend. See Appendix 1, supra note 16, at 64C and 64D. The Middle District is 82%
white and 13% black. See FedStats.gov, Demographic and Economic Profile, Federal Judicial District: Tennessee Middle,
http://www.fedstats.gov/mapstats/ demographic/fjd/74.html (June 13, 2010) (calculating percentages based on 2005-2006 population
figures). Davidson County, which encompasses Nashville, is 67% white and 27% black. FedStats.gov, Davidson County, Tennessee,
http://www.fedstats.gov/qf/states/47/47037.html (last visited June 13, 2010).

n206. Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 89 ("The Equal Protection Clause forbids the prosecutor to challenge potential jurors solely on
account of their race or on the assumption that black jurors as a group will be unable impartially to consider the State's case against a black
defendant.").

n207. In federal capital prosecutions where the shift in the jury pool dilutes minority representation, Batson violations compound the
problem. For example, in a case involving a black defendant sentenced to death out of Orleans Parish, prosecutors used eight strikes to
remove all but two black jurors. Memorandum of Law and Points of Authority in Support of Movant's Motion for New Trial at 6, United
States v. Johnson, 2010 WL 1294058 (E.D. La. Mar. 29, 2010) (No. 04-CR-00017), 2009 WL 2968118 at P 12.
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n208. 552 U.S. 472 (2008).

n209. Id. at 474-76. "Although African Americans made up approximately 20% of the population of Jefferson Parish in 1996, nine - 10.6%
- of the eighty-five prospective jurors questioned in the six panels were black. Four were dismissed for cause. The prosecution used
peremptory strikes to remove the remaining five." Brief for the Petitioner at 10, Snyder, 552 U.S. 472 (No. 06-10119) (internal citations
omitted).

n210. There are three steps to the Batson inquiry: "First, a defendant must make a prima facie showing that a peremptory challenge has been
exercised on the basis of race; second, if that showing has been made, the prosecution must offer a race-neutral basis for striking the juror in
question; and third, in light of the parties' submissions, the trial court must determine whether the defendant has shown purposeful
discrimination." Snyder, 552 U.S. at 476-77 (internal citations omitted).

n211. Id. at 478, 480-81.

n212. Id. at 483.

n213. Id. at 483-84.

n214. Id. at 484.

n215. State v. Harris, 820 So. 2d 471, 472, 474 (La. 2002) (reversed on Batson grounds where prosecutor gave the following race-neutral
reason for striking a black juror: he is "a single black male on the panel with no children"); State v. Jacobs, 789 So. 2d 1280, 1283 n.2 (La.
2001) (noting that judge failed to "properly address Batson challenges" where prosecutor appeared to strike jurors for racially discriminatory
purposes); State v. Myers, 761 So. 2d 498, 499-500, 503 (La. 2000) (reversing where trial court neglected Batson analysis despite the State
striking six of seven black venire members).
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n216. Brief of Ministers, supra note 100, at 9-10.

n217. Id. at 11.

n218. Id. at 11 (citing Richard Bourke, Joe Hingston & Joel Devine, Black Strikes: A Study of the Racially Disparate Use of Peremptory
Challenges By the Jefferson Parish District Attorney's Office (Sep. 2003), available at http://blackstrikes.com/resources/report/black_stri
kes_report_september_2003.pdf.

n219. 545 U.S. 231 (2005).

n220. Id. at 237, 265.

n221. Id. at 253-55, 264 (noting the "widely known evidence of the general policy of the Dallas County District Attorney's Office to exclude
black venire members from juries").

n222. Miller-El v. Cockrell, 537 U.S. 322, 334 (2003).

n223. See Dretke, 545 U.S. at 268 (Breyer, J., concurring) (citing David C. Baldus et al., The Use of Peremptory Challenges in Capital
Murder Trials: A Legal and Empirical Analysis, 3 U. Pa. J. Const. L. 3, 52-53, 73 n.197 (2001)).

n224. See, e.g., Samuel R. Sommers & Michael I. Norton, Race and Jury Selection: A Psychological Perspective on the Peremptory
Challenge Debate, 63 Am. Psychologist 527, 531 (2008) ("A provocative issue in considering juror stereotypes is that some of these
assumptions about race may be accurate. Research suggests, for instance, that Black jurors are often more lenient toward Black defendants
than are White jurors.").
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n225. Id.

n226. See Dretke, 545 U.S. at 270 (Breyer, J., concurring) (noting that, despite Batson, "the use of race-and gender-based stereotypes in the
jury-selection process seems better organized and more systematized than ever before").

n227. 505 U.S. 42 (1992).

n228. Id. at 68 (O'Connor, J., dissenting).

n229. For a broader examination of how federal prosecutions impact the jury pool in non-capital cases, see Laura G. Dooley, The Dilution
Effect: Federalization, Fair Cross-Sections, and the Concept of Community, 54 DePaul L. Rev. 79, 80 (2004) ("But a new, subtler
manipulation of the jury composition scheme is emerging, one that makes the theoretical issues around the concept of community immediate
and compelling. Federal prosecutors are taking control in increasing numbers of criminal prosecutions previously within the purview of state
prosecutors. This "federalization' of so-called street crime, notably murders and robberies, has the effect in most states of widening the
"community' from which jurors will be drawn from a county within a state to a federal district or division encompassing several counties. A
troubling second-order effect of this practice, then, is to de-localize juries, often diluting any significant minority representation.").

n230. See Janet Bond Arterton, Unconscious Bias and the Impartial Jury, 40 Conn. L. Rev. 1023, 1025-29 (2008); Justin D. Levinson,
Forgotten Racial Equality: Implicit Bias, Decisionmaking, and Misremembering, 57 Duke L. J. 345, 350-73 (2007).

n231. See Samuel R. Sommers, On Racial Diversity and Group Decision Making: Identifying Multiple Effects of Racial Composition on
Jury Deliberations, 90 J. Personality & Soc. Psychol. 597 (2006). In 2006, Professor Sommers conducted a mock jury experiment aimed at
measuring the impact of juror diversity on jury deliberations and outcomes. Sommers used 200 jury-eligible participants, who, with the help
of local judges and jury-pool administrators, were recruited largely at a Michigan courthouse where the jurors had arrived for jury service.
Id. at 602. Sommers first divided participants into two types of juries: homogonous juries (six white jurors) and heterogeneous juries (four
white jurors and two black jurors). Id. at 600. He then provided each jury with either a race-neutral or race-salient voir dire questionnaire.
Next, he showed each jury a 30-minute Court TV video trial summary of a black defendant in a sexual assault case. Each jury then heard an
experimenter read Michigan jury instructions and remind the jurors that their objective was to reach unanimity. Finally, Sommers asked each
jury to deliberate for sixty minutes. Id. at 602-03. Heterogeneous juries performed better across every measure of thoroughness and
accuracy. Juries with four white and two black jurors deliberated longer (50.67 minutes versus 38.49 minutes), discussed more case facts
(30.48 versus 25.93), made fewer factually inaccurate statements (4.14 versus 7.28), had fewer factual inaccuracies left uncorrected (1.36
versus 2.49), cited more "missing" evidence (1.87 versus 1.07), raised more race-related issues (3.79 versus 2.07), discussed possible racism
more freely (1.35 versus .93), and displayed less resistance at the very mention of racism (22% of comments met with resistance versus
100%) than all-white juries. Id. at 605. While black jurors raised race-related issues (e.g. the role of race in police investigations) most often,
white jurors on diverse juries raised these issues much more frequently than white jurors on all-white juries. Interestingly, white jurors
serving on diverse juries raised the possibility of racism more than their fellow black jurors and more than white jurors on all-white juries.
Id. at 605-06.
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n232. See Leslie Ellis & Shari Seidman Diamond, Race, Diversity, and Jury Composition: Battering and Bolstering Legitimacy, 78
Chi.-Kent. L. Rev. 1033, 1039 (2003).

n233. See Sommers, supra note 231, at 606.

n234. William J. Bowers et al., Crossing Racial Boundaries: A Closer Look At The Roots of Racial Bias in Capital Sentencing When the
Defendant Is Black and the Victim Is White, 53 DePaul L. Rev. 1497, 1501 (2004).

n235. Id.

n236. Id.; see also Adam Liptak, Court Ruling Expected to Spur Convictions in Capital Cases, N.Y. TIMES, June 9, 2007, at A1, A12
(reporting that in one study published in the University of Pennsylvania Journal of Constitutional Law where over 1,155 capital jurors were
interviewed, researchers found that "the presence of a single Black male juror ... reduced the likelihood of a death sentence to 43 percent
from 72 percent"). These findings converge with the more general understanding that decision-maker diversity increases the likelihood that
outcomes are not influenced by race. See e.g., Christine Jolls & Cass R. Sunstein, The Law of Implicit Bias, 94 Cal. L. Rev. 969, 981 (2006)
("A significant body of social science evidence supports the conclusion that the presence of population diversity in an environment tends to
reduce the level of implicit bias."); see generally Kim Taylor Thompson, Empty Votes in Jury Deliberations, 113 Harv. L. Rev. 1261,
1276-95 (2000) (explaining the correlation between race, experience, and verdict outcomes).

n237. See Georgia v. McCollum, 502 U.S. 42, 69 (1992) (O'Connor, J., dissenting) ("In a world where the outcome of a minority
defendant's trial may turn on the misconceptions or biases of White jurors, there is cause to question the implications of this Court's good
intentions.").

n238. Project Implicit, FAQS: "What is the Difference Between "Implicit' and "Automatic'?,"
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/demo/background/faqs.html #faq5 (last visited June 13, 2010).

n239. See, e.g., Jerry Kang & Mahzarin Banaji, Fair Measures: A Behavioral Realist Revision of "Affirmative Action," 94 Cal. L. Rev.
1063, 1064 (2006) ("Evidence from hundreds of thousands of individuals across the globe shows that (1) the magnitude of implicit bias
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toward members of outgroups or disadvantaged groups is large, (2) implicit bias often conflicts with conscious attitudes, endorsed beliefs,
and intentional behavior, [and] (3) implicit bias influences evaluations of and behavior toward those who are the subject of the bias ... .").

n240. See Justin D. Levinson, Huajian Cai & Danielle Young, Guilty by Implicit Racial Bias: The Guilty/Not Guilty Implicit Association
Test, Ohio St. J. Crim. L. (forthcoming), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1471567 (finding that participants have strong implicit
associations between "Black" and "Guilty," and that these results have strong predictive validity).

n241. But see Ralph Richard Banks & Richard Thompson Ford, (How) Does Unconscious Bias Matter?: Law, Politics, and Racial
Inequality, 58 Emory L.J. 1053, 1068 (2009) (noting that the implicit association test could be measuring conscious racism that the beholder
would rather the public not know rather than unconsciously held beliefs: "The great contribution of the [implicit association test] may be not
that it captures a new type of bias, so much as that it employs a subtle and sophisticated means of measuring bias, which has become ever
more elusive as research participants attempt to outsmart any test that would label them a racist.").

n242. See Justin Levinson & Danielle Young, Compelling (Skin Tone) Evidence: Implicit Racial Bias and Judgments of Ambiguous
Evidence, 112 W. Va. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1601615. Professor Levinson tested whether
implicit race bias impacts jurors' interpretation of ambiguous evidence. Levinson provided a group of jury-eligible participants with a brief
background story of a fictional Mini-Mart robbery and then had the participants view three pictures from the crime scene for four seconds
each. The first and second pictures were innocuous. The third picture - the centerpiece of the study - displayed one masked assailant reaching
over the counter with a gun in his left hand. The only identifiable race-cue for the assailant is a small section of visible flesh on his forearm.
Levinson altered the skin-tone of the assailant, showing half the participants a light-skinned suspect and the other half a dark-skinned
suspect. After watching the short video, suspects were told that a suspect was caught, and then provided with a series of ambiguous evidence
about the suspect. Levinson asked the participants to rate the probative value of each piece of ambiguous evidence. The study produced
several results. First, participants shown the photo with the dark-skinned suspect were significantly more likely to find ambiguous evidence
more probative of guilt. Participants who viewed the dark-skinned defendant were also more likely to believe that the suspect was guilty both on a scale of 0 to 100 and by a traditional guilty / not guilty measure. As Levinson concluded, these results undermine the foundational
assumption that guilt is weighed solely based on the probative strength of the evidence. Id.

n243. See Levinson, supra note 230. Professor Levinson conducted an experiment to test whether implicit race bias impacted jurors'
memories of case facts. Levinson provided jury-eligible participants with a fictional story about a confrontation between two men. Some
jurors read about "William" the white defendant, while others read about "Tyronne" the black defendant. Id. at 350. The rest of the story
remained constant. But when Levinson asked jurors to remember pertinent facts from "the confrontation," he found that the race of the
defendant affected how participants recalled the story's details. Participants more frequently remembered aggressive details when Tyronne
rather than William was the defendant. Id. Levinson concluded "that the race of a civil plaintiff or a criminal defendant can act implicitly to
cause people to misremember a case's facts in racially biased ways." Id. The participants appeared to remember "facts" that did not appear in
the story more often when those facts were stereotype-consistent, such as facts that portray black males as aggressive. See id. at 398-401.

n244. See Jennifer Eberhardt et al., Looking Deathworthy: Perceived Stereotypicality of Black Defendants Predicts Capital-Sentencing
Outcomes, 17 Pyschol. Sci. 383 (2006). Equipped with a dataset of 600 death-eligible defendants in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania between
1979-99 (the Baldus dataset), Professor Jennifer Eberhardt set out to determine whether a black defendant's physical features (and, more
specifically, his stereotypical "Blackness") impacted juror views of the defendant's death-worthiness. Id. at 383-84. Eberhardt took the
pictures of the 44 black defendants (from the Baldus dataset) who had been convicted of killing white victims and whose trials proceeded to
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the penalty phase. She then asked participants (who were not told that the men in the pictures were criminals) to rate each picture in terms of
stereotypical blackness. Id. at 384. She then took the ratings of the 44 defendants, determined whether each had been sentenced to death,
controlled for six non-racial factors known to impact capital sentencing, and then calculated whether the presence of stereotypical black
physical features impacted death verdict outcomes. Id. The results in cases with a white victim and black defendant, not only is the fact of
being black influential, but the degree to which black defendants appear stereotypically black (e.g., thick lips, wide nose) correlates with the
likelihood of being sentenced to death. Black defendants whose appearance situated them among the top half of the stereotypicality
distribution were more than twice as likely to receive a death sentence. Id.
Eberhardt also investigated the relationship between the use of non-human terminology to describe black capital defendants and
sentencing outcomes. See Phillip Atiba Goff, Jennifer L. Eberhardt, Melissa J. Williams & Matthew Christian Jackson, Not Yet Human:
Implicit Knowledge, Historical Dehumanization, and Contemporary Consequences, 94 J. Personality & Soc. Psychol. 292 (2008). In earlier
laboratory research, Eberhardt had determined that after being flashed a picture of a black face, participants are able to recognize pictures of
apes in fewer frames than immediately after being flashed a picture of a white face. Id. at 296. Participants were also able to pair the words
"ape" and "black" together more rapidly than other combinations such as "ape" and "feline." Id. at 301. When primed with a picture of an
ape, participants were more likely to find that a black suspect being beaten by the police deserved the beating than when participants were
primed with a picture of a big cat. Id. at 302. Moving from the lab to real capital cases, Eberhardt found that even after controlling for
well-known factors that affect death-sentencing, news stories about black capital defendants made more ape-like references than news stories
about white capital defendants, and that the number of times news articles made these ape-like references correlates with the rate at which
black defendants are sentenced to death. Id. at 304.

n245. See Matthew D. Lieberman et al., An fMRI Investigation of Race-Related Amygdala Activity in African-American and
Caucasian-American Individuals, 8 Nature Neuroscience 720 (2005). Professor Matthew Lieberman and colleagues conducted an
experiment using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technology to measure the level of amygdala activity of participants after
seeing a black versus a white face. Id. at 720. The amygdala is a region of the brain that mediates emotional responses, including perceived
threats. Id. Lieberman found that amygdala activity in both white and black participants increased when shown a black face versus a white
face. Id. at 721. The authors concluded that the most plausible explanation for this universal increase in amygdala activity is likely due to the
activation of "culturally learned negative associations regarding African-Americans." Id. at 722. These negative associations appear to play
out in practice. Professor Joshua Correll created a video game that depicted a picture of either a white or a black suspect, and then coupled
that suspect with either a gun or an innocuous object (i.e. a wallet). Joshua Correll, Event-Related Potentials and the Decision to Shoot: The
Role of Threat Perception and Cognitive Control, 42 J. Experimental Soc. Psychol. 120, 120 (2006). Study participants were asked to play
the video game by looking at the suspects as they appeared on the screen and then to determine whether or not to shoot. Id. The results
displayed a bias against black suspects among participants: "participants shot armed Blacks more quickly than armed whites, and decided
not to shoot unarmed Whites more quickly than unarmed Blacks." Id. at 126.

n246. See, e.g., Jack Glaser, Karin Martin & Kimberly Kahn, Possibility of Death Sentence Has Divergent Effect on Verdicts for Black and
White Defendants (Dec. 4, 2009) (unpublished manuscript), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1428943. Professor Jack Glaser utilized a
random sample of jury eligible citizens spread across the United States to test whether defendant race mediated guilty and not guilty
outcomes in cases with the possibility of a death sentence. Id. at 2. Glaser had the participants read materials from a fictional triple murder
case (including crime description, closing arguments and witness testimony). Id. at 3. Though the participants read the same case summary,
half the participants were told that death was the maximum punishment possible while the other half of the participants were told that life
without the possibility of parole was the maximum. Id. Half the "defendants" were black, half white. Id. The participants who were told that
death was the maximum possible punishment convicted black defendants at a higher rate than white defendants - 80.4% versus 56.5%. Id. at
5. In contrast, in cases where a life sentence was the maximum possible punishment, participants convicted blacks and whites at nearly equal
rates - 67.7% versus 66.7%. Id. at 1. Because defendant race impacts verdict outcome more severely in cases where death is a possible
sentence, Professor Glaser concludes that "capital punishment may be more than another domain of racial disparities; it may actually be a
cause." Id. at 6.

n247. Akhil Reed Amar, A Tale of Two Cities, http://writ.news.findlaw.com/commentary/ 20000501_amar.html (last visited June 15,
2010).
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n248. See Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976).

n249. Federal prosecutions for possession of firearms in Virginia, for instance, have received special scrutiny. See, e.g., United States v.
Jones, 36 F. Supp. 2d 304, 309-10 (E.D. Va. 1999).

n250. See Akhil Reed Amar, America's Constitution: A Biography 238 (2005) ("Alongside their right and power to acquit against the
evidence, eighteenth-century jurors also claimed the right and power to consider legal as well as factual issues - to judge both law and fact
"complicately' - when rendering any general verdict.").

n251. See Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958).

n252. As we explain below, the relevant community should be defined (in part) by reference to the geographic area most impacted by the
offense. In the case of murders, the county is closer to the center of impact (though not as close as the neighborhood) than the federal district.
In the context of terrorist attacks against the United States, the nationwide impact of the crime might well counsel for a broader cross-section
of the community. Cf. Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 32-33 (1973) (explaining that the federal district is the relevant community for
determining obscenity standards, but authorizing federal judges to refocus the inquiry (and thus the relevant community) beyond (or
presumably to a subsection within) the district's geographical expanse if necessary).

n253. Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604 (1978) (quoting Woodson, 428 U.S. at 304).

n254. 476 U.S. 28 (1986).

n255. Id. at 33-34 (internal quotations omitted).
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n256. Id. at 35; see also Rose v. Mitchell, 443 U.S. 545, 555 (1979) ("Discrimination on the basis of race, odious in all aspects, is especially
pernicious in the administration of justice.").

n257. Turner, 476 U.S. at 35-36. For a more detailed expression of these "subtle, less consciously held" beliefs, see Adarand Constructors,
Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 274 (1995) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) ("Bias both conscious and unconscious, reflecting traditional and
unexamined habits of thought, keeps up barriers that must come down if equal opportunity and nondiscrimination are ever genuinely to
become the country's law and practice.").

n258. Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578, 584-85 (1988) (citing Gardner v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349, 363-64 (1977) (White, J., concurring)
(quoting Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. at 280, 305 (1976))) (internal quotation marks omitted); California v. Ramos, 463 U.S. 992,
998-99 (1983) (stating the law "requires a correspondingly greater degree of scrutiny of the capital sentencing determination than of other
criminal judgments"); see also Lockett, 438 U.S. at 604 ("We are satisfied that [the] qualitative difference between death and other penalties
calls for a greater degree of reliability when the death sentence is imposed."). The Lockett Court described the "qualitative difference"
between the capital and non-capital sentencing as follows:

The considerations that account for the wide acceptance of individualization of sentences in noncapital cases surely cannot be thought less
important in capital cases. Given that the imposition of death by public authority is so profoundly different from all other penalties, we
cannot avoid the conclusion that an individualized decision is essential in capital cases. The need for treating each defendant in a capital case
with that degree of respect due the uniqueness of the individual is far more important than in noncapital cases. A variety of flexible
techniques - probation, parole, work furloughs, to name a few - and various postconviction remedies may be available to modify an initial
sentence of confinement in noncapital cases. The nonavailability of corrective or modifying mechanisms with respect to an executed capital
sentence underscores the need for individualized consideration as a constitutional requirement in imposing the death sentence.
Id. at 605.

n259. Witherspoon v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 510, 519 (1968).

n260. Local juries are best able to express the unique values of the community. See Engel, supra note 65, at 1696 ("The jury's political role
requires it to be representative of a particular community, for the "common sense" of one people may be quite different from that of another.
Only by representing the diverse perspectives within the community can the jury voice the "common sense' of the community as a whole.").

n261. Interestingly, jury service appears to have a positive attitudinal and behavioral effect on civic participation, and even positively
impacts likelihood to vote in subsequent elections. John Gastil et al., Jury Service and Electoral Participation: A Test of the Participation
Hypothesis, 70 J. Pol. 351 (2008); John Gastil et al., From Group Member to Democratic Citizen: How Deliberating with Fellow Jurors
Reshapes Civic Attitudes, 34 Hum. Comm. Res. 137, 145 (2008) ("Positive changes in jurors' civic identity and trust in fellow citizens and
public institutions flow from ... the deliberative quality of talk in the jury room and ... overall satisfaction with the jury deliberation and
verdict.").
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n262. Kim Forde-Mazrui, Jural Districting: Selecting Impartial Juries Through Community Representation, 52 Vand. L. Rev. 353, 382-84
(1999).We do not argue here, as others have done, that the Court should allow jural redistricting. See generally id. We simply borrow the
criterion the Court considers to draw lines around the concept of a community.

n263. Id. ("In identifying such communities, the Court permits the consideration of various demographic characteristics, including
"traditional districting principles such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivisions,' and other indicia of shared interest
such as political affiliation, socioeconomic status, religion, or occupation.") (quoting Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630, 646 (1993)).

n264. See Engel, supra note 65, at 1660 ("The vicinage presumption provides a neutral venue rule that limits the government's ability to
select a forum inconvenient or hostile to the defendant.").

n265. Cf. United States v. Jones, 36 F. Supp. 2d 304, 309-10 (E.D. Va. 1999) ("At a local Bench-Bar Conference discussing the issue, an
Assistant United States Attorney ("AUSA') stated that one goal of Project Exile [wherein the federal government prosecutes violent crimes
involving firearms that would normally be prosecuted by the state] is to avoid "Richmond juries.' The same admission was made by the
AUSA prosecuting United States v. Scates ... ."); see also id. at 316 (noting that where "local authorities claim to have the capacity to
address the problem, the invited federal incursion raises serious motivational concerns."). The fact that a federal district (because of its racial
composition) is more likely to return a death sentence than a state court is not a legitimate reason to seek a federal death sentence. See
USAM, supra note 15, at § 9-10.090 ("When concurrent jurisdiction exists with a State or local government, a Federal indictment for an
offense subject to the death penalty generally should be obtained only when the Federal interest in the prosecution is more substantial than
the interests of the State or local authorities.").

n266. United States v. Johnson involves a federal prosecution for the killing of a security guard that occurred during a 2004 bank robbery in
Orleans Parish, Louisiana. The three black defendants, John Johnson, Herbert Jones, and Joseph Smith, intended to commit robbery, but
erroneously believed that only one guard was working at the bank. Jones and Smith entered first, and Smith pointed an inoperable gun at
Sidney Zaffuto, the security guard. A second security guard then shot at Smith and Johnson as Johnson entered the bank. Struck by a bullet,
Johnson fell to the floor and started firing his gun while the guards fired their weapons. The one bullet fired by Johnson apparently
ricocheted off of Zaffuto's gun and struck Zaffuto in the chest. Smith struggled with Zaffuto, exacerbating the wound, and Zaffuto died from
the injury. Johnson attempted to plead guilty even before he knew it was his bullet that struck Zaffuto. However, Johnson was sentenced to
death. In May 2010, the district court reversed this sentence. The government is appealing the reversal. See United States v. Johnson, No.
04-CR-017 (E.D. La. Jan. 16, 2004).

n267. Memorandum in Support of Mr. Johnson's Motion to Set Aside the Death Sentence Based Upon the Appearance of the Influence of
Race and Other Arbitrary Factors at 21, United States v. Johnson, 2010 WL 1294058 (E.D. of La. Mar. 29, 2010) (No. 04-CR-17) (on file
with author) ("Similarly, Mr. Johnson attempted to accept responsibility for his actions by pleading guilty and accepting a life sentence
without the possibility of parole, and at trial agreeing in large part to the allegations presented.").
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n268. See Kaczynski Pleads Guilty, Avoids Death Sentence, CNN.com, Jan. 22, 1998,
http://www.cnn.com/US/9801/22/unabomb.wrap/index.html (last visited July 4, 2010). Eric Rudolph pleaded guilty and received life
imprisonment for two bombing murders, including the death of a enforcement officer in a 1998 Southside bombing of a Birmingham
abortion clinic in which a clinic nurse was also severely injured. See Rudolph Pleads Guilty in Series of Bombings, MSNBC.com, Apr. 13,
2005 (last visited July 4, 2010). Attorney General Ashcroft described Rudolph as "the most notorious American fugitive." See Henry
Schuster, FBI: Olympic Bombing Suspect Arrested, CNN.com, May 31, 2003, http://cnn.com/2003/US/05/31/rudolph.arrest/ (last visited
July 4, 2010).

n269. U.S. Dep't of Justice, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, tbl.2.52.2008 (2008), available at
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